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Flood flow analysis (FFA) plays one of the key roles in many fields of hydraulic engineering and water resources management. The reliability of FFA results depends on many factors, an obvious one being the reliability of the input data - datasets of the annual peak flow. In practice, however, engineers often encounter the problem of incomplete datasets (missing data, data gaps and/or broken records) which increases the uncertainty of FFA results.

In this paper, we perform at-site focused analysis, and we use a complete dataset of annual peak flows from 1931 to 2016 at the hydrologic station Senta of the Tisa (Tisza) river as the reference dataset. From this original dataset we remove some data and thus we obtain 15 new datasets with one continuous gap of different length and/or location. Each dataset we further subject to FFA by using the USACE HEC-SSP Bulletin 17C analysis, where we apply perception thresholds for missing data representation. We vary perception threshold lower bound for all missing flows in one dataset, so that we create 56 variants of the input HEC-SSP datasets. The flood flow quantiles assessed from the datasets with missing data and different perception thresholds we evaluate by two uncertainty measures. The results indicate acceptable flood quantile estimates are obtained, even for larger return periods, by setting a lower perception threshold bound at the value of the highest peak flow in the available - incomplete dataset.
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INTRODUCTION

Flood frequency analysis (FFA) is an important part of the flood risk management. The FFA result is a set of flood quantiles representing, for example, a 100-year, 100-year and 50-year flood flow. In the case of gauged catchments, the most common FFA is performed on the datasets comprising annual flow maxima. These datasets often come with missing data, data gaps or broken records. There is a variety of techniques for dealing with missing values, from the simple ones where linear regression is used with the direct upstream or downstream hydrologic station (HS) record, to the sophisticated ones including dynamic regression models [1]. Some analyses concerning gaps in hydrometeorological time series, reveal that a very efficient gap filling of sporadic, single-value gaps, is achieved by the value obtained using only three values of the dataset: the one before, one after the missing value, and the sample mean [2].

The recent revision of the Guidelines for FFA in the U.S.A. [3] called Bulletin 17C (B17C), introduces the concept of perception threshold that can be used for missing data representation. A proper setting of the perception threshold requires some idea about the missing flow(s), usually obtained from the public records, newspaper, interviews or modelling flood marks (physical evidence). However, practicing engineers often do not have resources for such an investigation. This situation is pronounced in a single-site analysis. Therefore, deriving flow information about the perception threshold from the available dataset (or its characteristics) would have a practical application. The reference flow dataset in our research is the one gauged at the hydrologic station (HS) Senta of the Tisa (Tisza) river in the period from 1931 to 2016. We created 15 base datasets and 56 their variants with missing data of varying gap size and time of occurrence, and applied different perception thresholds in the FFA. When considering gap size for the investigation we also took care of the recommendations for maximum gap allowance in trend detection in extreme streamflow time series [4]. The flood flow quantiles assessed from the datasets with missing data and different perception thresholds we evaluated through percentage error (PE), and confidence interval width as uncertainty measure, while we also observed change in number of detected outliers in the datasets.

METHODOLOGY

In this research, we use the FFA methodology of B17C, successor of the famous B17B [5]. The latter has been in power over 30 years, while the former is a recent product of various situations that have emerged in practice [3]. There is a continuity of underlying theoretical flood frequency distribution in the B17C, which is the log-Pearson Type III (LPTIII) distribution. The Expected Moments Algorithm (EMA) is an analysis introduced in the B17C methodology for estimating the moments of the LPTIII distribution [3]. The EMA deals with multiple threshold data, which is a data representation option for missing data, incorporated in the Hydraulic Engineering Centre Statistical Software Package (HEC-SSP) [6]. We use the HEC-SSP as a tool in our research. Peak flow datasets in our research involve systematic flood data – the observed (gauged) peak flows repre-
Figure 1: The data representation in HEC-SSP for B17C analysis of the dataset with perception thresholds applied in the created missing data period 1996-2004.

represented by dots in Fig. 1, and missing data represented by perception thresholds. According to this new concept, a perception threshold is set to indicate that missing data is smaller than some flow value, i.e., the floods are not gauged above a certain flow. Perception thresholds are described by lower ($T_{Y,\text{lower}}$) and upper bound ($T_{Y,\text{upper}}$), where upper bound in the systematic records is assumed to be infinite. The lower bound should represent the smallest annual peak flow that could have been recorded. It is noted that 'the perception thresholds do not depend on the actual peak discharges that have occurred' [3].

There are two more significant novelties in B17C for our research: improvement of the outlier detection procedure and different formula for the frequency distribution (quantile) confidence interval.

A new Multiple Grubbs-Beck outlier statistical test in B17C is a replacement for the simple Grubbs-Beck test of B17B, and as such, it is incorporated in the HEC-SSP. It is used in the outlier detection procedure, and in the outlier treatment, censoring for low outliers is applied [7]. Also, a multiple-threshold plotting positions according to Hirsch and Stedinger [8] is a default option in the HEC-SSP Bulletin 17C analysis. The novelty in confidence interval formulae by EMA reflects opportunity to include all available data, among which, potentially influential low floods and uncertainty in the at-site estimate of the skewness coefficients is significant for our research.

EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS

The Tisa (Tisza) River joins the Danube in Serbia. Along its 164 km course through Serbia, there is one flow gauge at Senta, in addition to 3 stage gages (Fig. 2). The river drainage basin area at HS Senta is 141715 km$^2$ [9]. The peak flow record comprises annual maxima starting from the year 1931 without missing data. The record length and data completeness are the main reasons for selecting this HS for studying. Our research covers the period from 1931 to 2016.

By the tests for homogeneity (z-test, F-test, Mann-Whitney test) and trend detection (Mann-Kendall trend test, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, Regression slope test) at the 0.05 confidence level, we checked whether the reference set is suitable for statistical analysis. Pursuant to all of the tests, the 1931-2016 dataset of annual peak flows is suitable for statistical analysis. According to Multiple Grubbs-Beck test, neither low nor high outliers are present in the reference dataset. This reference dataset comprising gauged flows in the period of systematic record is labelled with number 1.

Labels of 15 base datasets with artificial gaps are shown in Table 1. Numbers 1-4 in the dataset labels denote length of the data gap in the reference data record in the following way: 1 – 1 year is missing, 2 – 5% of the dataset size is missing (4 years), 3 – 10% (8 years), 4 – 15% (12 years). Numbers 5-7 are labels for datasets with the missing data in a particular period as shown in Table 1, where dataset 5 misses 12% of the data, dataset 6, 17%, and dataset 7, 23%. Letters A-C show which data are missing: A – flows in the year of a minimum peak flow and around it – both before and after, B – in the year of a maximum peak flow and around it, C – flows in the year of a peak average flow and around it.

For the data representation in HEC-SSP we use infinity...
Table 1: Dataset labels depending on data gap size and reference dataset characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gap around</th>
<th>Gap size / period</th>
<th>Min Q</th>
<th>Max Q</th>
<th>Avg Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 y.</td>
<td>1991-2010</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1991-2005</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1991-2000</td>
<td>3A</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>3C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1990-2001</td>
<td>4A</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>4C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for perception threshold upper bound \(T_{Y,upper}\) and different lower bounds for all missing flows in one dataset. Depending on the values set for \(T_{Y,lower}\), datasets have an additional label (i-iv); i - \(T_{Y,lower}\) is the average peak flow of the dataset remained after the gap is created, ii - \(T_{Y,lower}\) is the maximum peak flow in the dataset remained after the gap is created, iii - \(T_{Y,lower}\) is the maximum peak flow of missing data - where data gap is located, iv - \(T_{Y,lower}\) are the single values of missing flows in each year within the gap. In Fig. 3 two examples of the dataset representation are shown.

There is a total of 56 datasets we subject to FFA, because some of the datasets have the same \(T_{Y,lower}\) when its focus is on the flow we use for gap creation. The flood quantiles of our interest represent a 1000-, 500-, 200-, 100- and 50-year flood flow (\(Q_{1000}\), \(Q_{500}\), \(Q_{200}\), \(Q_{100}\) and \(Q_{50}\)) i.e., 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0% and 2.0% annual exceedance probability flow.

RESULTS

The results of FFA for the reference dataset are shown in Fig. 4 as screenshot of the HEC-SSP output table. Flood quantile estimates in this table (computed curve flows in cubic meters per second – cms) are considered reference values when calculating percentage error in comparison to flood quantile estimates from the other datasets. It can be seen that we use a width of 90% confidence interval to compare uncertainty in estimated quantiles (QT). Two probability plots, a graphic output from HEC-SSP, are shown in Fig. 5. Along with the percentage error of flood quantile estimates from the 15 base datasets (as listed in Table 1), the 90% confidence interval widths are shown in Fig. 6 for two quantiles (1000- and 100-year return period) and two \(T_{Y,lower}\) options (i and ii).

The flood flow quantiles assessed from the datasets with missing data and different perception thresholds evaluated through percentage error (PE) are shown in Fig. 7.

DISCUSSION

The size of reference dataset allows for reliable probability curve extrapolation slightly beyond 400 - years return period (2 to 5 times the dataset size) [9]. Therefore, in the results section, a flood quantile of interest in many flood-related applications, \(Q_{100}\), is selected to illustrate percentage errors and confidence interval widths. The quantile of the largest return period we studied, \(Q_{1000}\), a frequent focus of studies, projects and applications, is shown in parallel in Fig. 6. These results show the PEs in datasets A and B are larger than in datasets C, 5, 6 and 7. At the same time, uncertainty in 100- and 1000-year quantile estimates are generally higher in datasets A and for two options of lower threshold bound of 4B, while uncertainty is close to the reference one in the datasets C (Fig. 6 – right column). The only dataset where we detected low outliers is 4B-i. In the dataset 4B- and 4B-iii we detected 2 low outliers, and in the dataset 4B-iv, three of them. This might be source of higher uncertainty.
Figure 4: HEC-SSP B17C tabular output for the reference dataset – 1

Figure 5: Probability plot for the series 5 (left) and 1 (right)

Figure 6: Percentage error, PE, (left column) and 90% confidence interval width in m³/s (right column) of Q1000 (rows 1, 2) and Q100 (rows 3, 4), $T_{y,lower}$ options: ii (rows 1, 3), i (rows 2, 4)
Figure 7: Comparative presentation of all flood quantile estimate PE in studied return periods $T$ (50-, 100-, 200-, 500- and 1000-years) assessed from the base datasets by setting four $T_{Y_{lower}}$ options.
For option i of lower threshold bound, uncertainty is higher in QT from datasets 5, 6 and 7. Quantiles from datasets 1B, 2B and 3B exhibit lower uncertainty in both quantile estimates shown in Fig. 6.

In general, majority of QT estimates of our interest exhibit PE in the range +/- 5%, except for datasets 2A-iv, and 4A-iv and 4B-iv, where QT are underestimated up to -8.5%.

Despite large data gaps after the year 1991 in the datasets 5, 6 and 7, QT estimates of our interest exhibit PE in the range +/- 5%, where options ii and iii yield underestimates, and threshold options i and iv overestimates of the QTs. The second largest flood in the reference period occurred in 2006, while the dataset with the largest gap that excluded this record entry is dataset 7. It is interesting the QTs do not show larger PE compared to datasets 5 and 6 where 2006 flood is present in the tested datasets.

Among the values we set for TY,lower option iv (values of missing flows) in the dataset 1A (the same as option iii - Maximum peak flow of missing data) is the closest to the B17C recommendation. However, better results are obtained by setting other values of considered lower bound threshold options.

When setting lower threshold at the value of missing data (iv), the largest PE is obtained in majority of the datasets we created. At the same time, it may be seen in Fig. 8, the largest (absolute) value of the skewness coefficient (skew - G) is exhibited in the base datasets A for the TY,lower option iv. In the reference dataset skew is low (-0.193), while in all considered datasets it ranges from -0.446 to 0.135. In general, all these skews are considered low.

Considering complexity of the skewness coefficient association with the quantile uncertainty response due to gaps in the dataset, further analysis is required. Not only that this issue is beyond research scope of this paper, but low skewness of both the reference dataset and base datasets, makes them unfit for further study in that respect.

CONCLUSION

In FFA according to B17C methodology, perception thresholds are primarily intended for unobserved historic flood representation, and period between its occurrence and beginning of systematic record. In some cases, they can be used for missing data during observation period. There is a variety of recommendations on setting both upper and lower threshold bound [3]. Most of them rely on previous knowledge and information about unrecorded floods. Ignoring some of the recommendations, we investigated the case of setting TY,lower at values that could be derived from the existing record, not accounting for any other information and data source. In many parts of the world, this reflects reality in engineering practice when it comes to single site analysis and contents of flood data records. When flood data records offer information about a range of annual flood values, a concept of flow interval should be used for data representation. The research results indicate that acceptable quantile estimates may be obtained using available peak flow record with data gaps. Encouraging results are obtained in the case TY,lower is set to value of the largest flood within the remaining (incomplete) data record, regardless of the gap size and location. Percentage error of flood quantile estimates even in the case of 1000-year flood, indicate +/-5% deviation from the reference value when TY,lower is set to value of the largest flood within a systematic data record with gap up to 23% of a period.

It should be noted our study case is HS Senta with large drainage area and low skewness coefficient. The results should be confirmed for HS with smaller drainage area, while observing the dataset skewness reflection on the quantile uncertainty due to gaps.

Improving the capability of dealing with missing data in FFA for engineering practice contributes to lessening uncertainty in flood studies, including flood hazard assessment. Such an improvement passes on to flood risk estimation results, and further, to flood risk zoning for insurance purposes [10].
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